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Worksheet 4. Reading 2: Definition practice 
Write the letters of the correct completions in the blanks. 

1. In Line 2, cute means ____. 
 a. small and pleasing  b. smart   c. energetic 
 
2. In Line 3, a comedian is someone on a stage who ____. 
 a. makes jokes   b. sings songs   c. is a serious actor 
 
3. In Line 4, therapeutic means ____. 
 a. large    b. beneficial   c. expensive 
 
4. In Line 4, reduce means ____. 
 a. increase    b. lower   c. multiply 
 
5. In Line 5, a tonic is something that ____ . 
 a. adds weight   b. causes sleepiness  c. gives quick energy 
 
6. In Line 5, prone means ____. 
 a. immune from   b. likely to   c. close to 
 
7. In Line 7, communities are similar to ____. 
 a. schools    b. hospitals   c. neighborhoods 
 
8. In Lines 8 and 9, laugh out loud means to laugh ____. 
 a. silently    b. in private   c. making noise 
 
9. In Line 11, yoga is a kind of ____. 
 a. exercise    b. government  c. religion 
 

10.  In Line 11, discipline is ____. 
    a. self-control   b. control over others c. physical exercise 
 
11. In Line 11, mind power is the power of your ____. 
   a. neck muscles   b. chest muscles  c. brain 
 
12. In Line 12, contagious is something that easily ____. 
     a. spreads among people  b. can be stopped  c. is killed 
 
13, In Line 12, determined means that you have ____. 
      a. intelligence   b. a very strong desire c. weakness 
 
14. In Line 12, a grouch is a person who is ____. 
     a. pleasant    b. unpleasant   c. sick 
 
15. In Line 14, get together means ____. 
     a. meet    b. telephone   c. separate 
 
16. In Line 14, howl means to ____. 
     a. make a soft sound  b. speak   c. make a loud sound 
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